CLEAR SILVER LAKE, Killarney Provincial Park

PORTAGE FROM CLEAR SILVER LAKE TO DAVID LAKE
This 980m portage leads into an unnamed pond. Paddle north east on the pond to find the next 85m trail. The route is moderate and crosses over gently rolling terrain with a few wet sections. Bear in mind that this portage intersects with access trails to Silver Peak at two points along the route, so keep a map at hand.

PORTAGE FROM CLEAR SILVER LAKE TO JOHNNIE LAKE
A fairly flat 830m portage passes through hemlock forest on the way to Johnnie Lake. This trail provides good footing; watch for small creek beds to pass over along the way.

Once on the lake paddle for a few hundred meters to the campsite. Locate the site on the western shores nestled upon a heightened area of land. Clearsilver Lake has only campsite #70 making it very secluded. If adventurous enough check out the diving rocks off the end of the site; water levels vary throughout the year, check depth before diving in!